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Abstract- Data as a Service builds service-oriented technologies to enable fast access on the web for
data resources. These paradigms do not handle traditional privacy models that raise several new
privacy concerns. Privacy-sensitive information may reveal by DaaS composition. In this paper, a
formal privacy model we propose in order to extend DaaS descriptions with privacy capabilities. A
service to define a set of privacy requirements and a privacy policy allowed by the privacy model.
We also propose a privacy-preserving DaaS composition approach allowing to verify the
compatibility between privacy requirements and policies in DaaS composition. We propose a
negotiation mechanism that makes it possible to dynamically reconcile the privacy capabilities of
services when incompatibilities arise in a composition. Using a prototype implementation and a set
of experiments we validate the applicability of our proposal.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
E-Business is the delivery of products and services based on customer expectations. Virtually
overnight, e-businesses have reached the point where they are attempting to move beyond the
traditional view of their customers to engage in more robust – and profitable -- customer
relationships (Ragins, Johnson and Greco, 2003). Increasing number of small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) across the board areimprove their performance and profitability by adopting
Internet based business solutions to (Johnston, Wade and McClean, 2007). Generally, traditional
marketing result the e-marketing to the information technology; therefore, in two ways it affects the
traditional way of marketing. Firstly, it increases the marketing functions efficiency and secondly, it
transforms many marketing strategies. The add customer value and increase company profitability by
these resulted in creation of new business models. The process of purchasing products or services via
the Internet is called E-consumers shopping decision (also called online buying behavior and
Internet shopping/buying behavior). On the contrary, we should accept online purchasing for people
to buy products online as a complex process, and require basic IT knowledge and requirements
(credit card, computer). However, the building up the platform required to support e-business is
focus by the World government. World e-consumerism is evolving at rapid rate due to awareness and
infrastructure availability that persuade consumers to involve in e-business activities. The rate of
internet user’s growth in World has been increasing rapidly from 3.5million users in the early years
2000 to 14.7million users in 2008, at a rate of 10.3% rise per annum according to a report by World
Communication and Multimedia Commission. That every household has about 2.51 average users of
the statistics report indicated by the commission. Out of all these users who use internet is indicates
by the key statistics, 15.4% of people are e-consumer involved from various entities in the web for
purchasing. The most popular (54.7%) followed by online goods purchase is airline tickets (26.2%)
and books (16.1%). In World, the online purchasing elements are quite different. To support the
people buying online some of the countries have laws. In addition, the people when purchasing
online these laws certainly provide a sense of safety. However, in most of the countries these laws
are not available. Also the fact is people purchasing from online there are many factors to affect even
though is easily accessible through the web, still some of the people prefer the traditional approach.
Associated with traditional shopping behavior the process consists of five steps (Liang and Lai
2000). In the typical e-shoppers process in World, recognize a need for some merchandise or service
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when potential consumers, they search for need-related information from Internet. However, rather
than searching actively, at times information about products or services associated with the felt need
attracts potential consumers. They then choose the one that best fits their criteria for meeting the felt
need by evaluate alternatives. Finally, a transaction is conducted and post-sales services provided.
Shoppers‟ behavior over the net refers to consumer’s psychological state in terms of making
purchases on the Internet.
II.
RELATED WORK
Web services concepts and technologies developed by Thomas Erl. It includes Web services and the
service-oriented architecture, Web Services Description Language, Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP), and Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration.
•
•
•
•

Web services and the service-oriented architecture.
Web Services Description Language.
Simple Object Access Protocol.
Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration.

Let's complete the timeline we began at the beginning of the previous chapter before We develop
into the concepts and technology behind Web services. In 2000, the Simple Object Access Protocol
submission accepted by W3C. HTTP establish a transmission framework for inter-application
communication in XML-based messaging format. An attractive alternative to traditional proprietary
protocols provided by SOAP, such as CORBA and DCOM.
III.
EXISTING SYSTEM
Global marketplace is a successful web services. Web services deploy applications low development
costs. The existing system, collection of services, day to day activities. Composition problem into
planning problem. Single composite service based on OWL-S semantics .Implements PORSCE II
and VLEPPO systems only one plan is composed for the user request.
Disadvantages:
 Only Single Company
 Low Product
 Not User Satisfaction
IV.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
Enhancement, PORSCE II and VLEPPO systems, discover multiple composite services,
nonfunctional preferences, pragmatic knowledge. Feasible composition, assign weights Options to
the user, select plan based on his preference. The activities of a new system are, which keeps the
entire process try to develop on-line application in the view of database integration approach. Here
we have secure registration and profile management facilities for Customers. Browsing through the
e-Mall to see the items that are there in each category of products like Apparel, Kitchen accessories,
Bath accessories, Food items all companies etc. Creating a Shopping cart so those customers can
Shoppe ‘n’ no. of items and checkout finally with the entire shopping cart and Multi Company.
Customers should be able to mail the Shop about the multi company items they would like to see in
the Shop Secured mechanism for checking out from the Shop. Recent Items in the Shop are updated
to customers. Uploading ‘Most Purchased’ Items in each category of products in the Shop like All
Company Product.
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Advantages:
 Multi company Registrations
 All products in One Website.
 Very Secured
 Very Fast
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a Web services dynamic privacy model. The model deals with a data
levels privacy. To tackle the incompatibilities between requirements and privacy policies we
proposed a negotiation approach. As a future work, before the final result is returned by the mediator
we aim at designing techniques for protecting the composition results from privacy attacks.
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